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Abstract

Edges are relevant information for image representation. In
this paper, we propose an algorithm for the classification of
step, concave slope, convex slope, roof, valleyandstaircase
edges. The importance of the classification is that it simpli-
fies several problems in artificial vision and image process-
ing, by associating specific processing rules to each type of
edge. Our classification is based on the behavioral study
of these edges with respect to differentiation operators and
scale. The first directional derivative, the gradient and the
Laplacian are used as operators. We test our algorithm on
synthetic and real grey-level images. In most cases, the clas-
sification obtained corresponds to the intensity profile of the
image.

1 Introduction

Edges are the most common features in an image; they are
local variations in the image function. We limit ourselves
here to the study ofstep, concave slope, convex slope, roof,
valleyandstaircaseedge types. These models cover the ma-
jority of edge types which can be generated by physical con-
tours of a scene. The majority of existing edge detectors are
intended for only one edge type. This is a significant limi-
tation, because the consideration of several edge types will
simplify a number of problems in artificial vision and image
processing. Thus it is necessary to identify the edge types
present in an image, whether by using several detectors or
only one. In this paper, we are interested in using only one
detector, so edge classification is required. The classification
of edges consists in associating, with characteristic points of
the image, the type of intensity variation which takes place
at each point. In the literature, there is little work on clas-
sification. We present an algorithm based on the simultane-
ous use of inflection points of the first directional derivative
or characteristic points of the gradient image, and those of
the Laplacian image. The classification rules are derived
from edge behavior with respect to differentiation operators

and scale.
In Section 2, we summarize existing research on the de-

tection and classification of edges. In Section 3, we present
the edge models mentioned above. Then, we study their be-
havior when differentiation operators are applied. In Section
4, we study this behavior in the scale space. In Section 5, we
present the classification algorithm. To illustrate the classi-
fication rules, we consider the case ofstep. In Section 6,
we test our detector on synthetic and real images. Finally, a
short discussion is presented in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Parallel to the continual development of edge detection al-
gorithms, methods are necessary for their evaluation [9], and
an overview of research in edge detection is needed [25]. In
this section we cite those existing edge detectors which are
most commonly used and are regarded as optimal. Detectors
of stepedges are the ones usually mentioned in the litera-
ture. In general, these edges correspond to discontinuities
in the image function, and these discontinuities are gener-
ated by the borders of objects in the scene. The majority of
stepdetectors involves two operations: filtering and differ-
entiation. Lowpass filters are the most often used [2, 5, 18],
while the most common operators are the gradient [2, 5], the
Laplacian [13, 10], and the second directional derivative [8].
Stepedges are localized as maxima of the gradient modulus
taken in the direction of the gradient, or as zero-crossings
of the Laplacian or the second derivative along the gradient
direction.

Contrary tostepdetectors, those for other type of edges
are rather rare, because their usefulness was understood
later. Consideration of these types is unavoidable for sev-
eral reasons: for instance, some approaches to the acquisi-
tion of 3D information require the determination of all types
of edges (e.g.,”shape from contour” [13, 16]). Further-
more, the images of fingerprints, roads or characters contain
thin lines difficult to locate by astepdetector. We present
some of these detectors below. Haralick [7] detects lines at



zero-crossings of the first derivative taken in the direction
maximizing the second directional derivative. Giraudon [6]
identifies lines at the local extrema of the Laplacian image.
Using Canny’s criteria, Ziou [24] proposes an optimal line
detector based on recursive filtering. Finally, Koundinya and
Chanda [12] define a plausibility measurement for lines and
they carry out a chaining using heuristic search algorithms.
It should be noted that each of these detectors is generally
intended for only one type of edge.

Though the classification of edges is a significant task in
computer vision, it is rarely mentioned in the literature. In
what follows, we underline some of the work done on clas-
sification which we have encountered in our search. Mor-
rone, Venkatesh and Owens [14, 20] use a quadrature pair
of filters to detect various types of edges. Robey, West
and Venkatesh [17] propose a method to extract and clas-
sify occlusion/non-occlusion, shade and specularity edges
on a simulated image. This method is based on ray tracing
techniques. Zhang and Bergholm [23] classifystep, peak
andasymmetrical peakedges by using their behavior in the
scale space. Catanzariti [3] classifiesstep, slopeand roof
edges. He convolved the image with a set of Gabor filters
and then used a maximum-likelihood classification criterion
to sort all pixels into a number of predefined edge categories.
Finally, Beltran, Garcia-Lucia and Navarro [1] detect and
classifystep, slope, staircaseandpulse(peak) edges using
a neural network trained with thediscrete wavelet transform
coefficients for each edge profile.

3 Effects of Differentiation Operators
on Edges

In this section we present some models of edges, and ex-
amine their behavior in the case of the gradient or the first
directional derivative in the gradient direction1, and in the
case of the Laplacian. We limit our study tostep, concave
slope, convex slope, roof, valleyandstaircaseedges (Figure
1). Peaksare implicitly considered in our work, since after
smoothing, apeakwill be similar to aroof or avalley. These
models cover the majority of edges which can be generated
by physical contours of the scene [4], hence their importance
to represent an image.

We carry out this study in the discrete case, without
noise, and considering a small scale of smoothing to avoid
its effect on edges. For the sake of simplicity the edge pro-
files illustrated in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are plotted as con-
tinuous functions.

At the stepedge (Figure 2), the module of the gradient

1It should be noted that in our implementation we do not distinguish
between directions� and� + k�. So the first directional derivative in the
gradient direction is not equal to the gradient modulus; in fact we can have
negative values.
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Figure 1: Models of ideal edges. The edge point in each
model is indicated by an arrow. a)Step. b) Concave slope.
c) Convex slope. d) Roof. e)Valley. f) Staircase. g) Peak.

has a maximum which we callmaximumg, and the Lapla-
cian yields a zero-crossing which we callzero-crossingL.
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Figure 2: a)Stepedge. b) The gradient image. c) The Lapla-
cian image.

At concave slopeandconvex slopeedges, the first di-
rectional derivative is astepwhose inflection point locates
the edge (Figure 3). In the case ofconcave slopes(resp.
convex slopes) the Laplacian generates a positive maximum
(resp. a negative minimum) which we callmaximumL

(resp.minimumL).
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Figure 3: a)Concave slopeandconvex slopeedges. b) The
first directional derivative. c) The Laplacian image.

At symmetric roof and valley edges (Figure 4.a), the
module of the gradient has a minimum equal to zero (Fig-
ure 4.b) which we callzerog , and the Laplacian provides a
negative minimum in the case of aroof and a positive max-
imum in the case of avalley(Figure 4.c). Ifroof andvalley
edges are asymmetrical (Figure 4.a’), the module of the gra-
dient of each is a positive minimum (Figure 4.b’) which we
callminimumg. The response of the Laplacian operator to
these edges is similar to the symmetrical case (Figure 4.c’).

At astaircaseedge (Figure 5), the module of the gradient
is often a positive minimum and the Laplacian yields a zero-
crossing.

It is well known that at astepedge, the gradient direc-
tion is perpendicular to its tangent. Usually, the gradient
modulus of aconcave slope, convex slope, roof, valleyand
staircaseis not zero. In fact, in realistic images the width
of a staircaseis not large and theroofs/valleysare not sym-
metric. Generally the gradient direction is perpendicular to
the tangents of theconcave slope, convex slopeandstaircase
edges, and less often to the tangents of theroof andvalley
edges [4].
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Figure 4: a)Roofand valley. a’) Asymmetricalroof and
valley. b), b’) The gradient image. c), c’) The Laplacian
image.
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Figure 5: a)Staircaseedge. b) The gradient image. c) The
Laplacian image.

4 Effect of Scale on Edges

The numerical differentiation of an image is an ill-posed
problem. To make the differentiation robust, one uses the
technique of regularization which consists in imposing new
criteria on the problem of differentiation, to restrict the
solution space. This can be carried out by smoothing the
image with a particular filter [19] having a form similar
to the Gaussian function [15]. Differentiation can be
achieved by convolution of the image with derivatives of
this filter. A filter or its derivatives can be represented
by a functionf(x; y; a), wherea is the scale of the filter
or a regularization parameter. For example, the scale of
the Gaussian is the standard deviation. Generally, the
smoothing operation blurs the edges and abrupt variations
in the image grey levels. The blurring depends on the value
of the scale. If the scale is large, obvious or unsharp edges
are picked up; whereas if the scale is small, fine details
are obtained. In consequence, the smoothing operation
regulates robustess to noise; however, it can modify the
structure of the image in an undesirable way: for instance,
by elimination and displacement of edges, creation of new
edges or modification of the types of some edges. These
effects are accentuated when the scale increases. In what
follows, we study the effect of the scale on edges. We
will consider the case of the Gaussian filter defined by

g�(x) = 1p
2��

e
�x

2

2�2 , where� is the scale. To simplify our
analysis, we limit ourself to the 1D case. The main results

in 1D remain valid in 2D. We do not consider the noise
problem in our study of edge behavior in the scale space;
in fact, experimentation has shown that the effect of scale
on the edges presented in this section is not affected by the
presence of noise.

An idealstepis defined bymi(x) = cu(x), wherec > 0
represents the contrast andu is Heaviside’s function, defined
by

u(x) =

�
1 if x � 0
0 otherwise

The first, second and third derivatives of the smoothedstep
are: m0(x) = c(u � g�)

0(x) = c(u0 � g�)(x) = cg�(x),
m00(x) = �cx

�2
g�(x), m000(x) = c

�2
(x

2

�2
� 1)g�(x). For all

�, m0(x) has a positive maximum atx = 0; m00(x) is equal
to zero at this point, with a positive maximum atx = ��
and a negative minimum atx = � (Table 1). As� increases,
m0(0) = cp

2��
decreases, and the maximum and minimum

of m00(x) move away from each other.
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Table 1: Effect of� on astepedge.

Let us study the effect of scale on theconcave slope
edge. The case of theconvex slopeis similar. An idealcon-
cave slopeis defined by

ri(x) =

�
0 if x < 0

ax otherwise (wherea > 0):

The convolution ofri(x) with the Gaussian filterg� is
r(x) = ax�(x) + a�2g�(x), where�(x) =

R x
�1 g�(t)dt.

The first, second and third derivatives ofr(x) are
r0(x) = a�(x), r00(x) = ag�(x), r000(x) = �ax

�2
g�(x). It

follows thatr0(x) is astepedge. The effect of scale on the
concave slopeis the same as on thestepedge.

We consider now theroof; the case of thevalley is
similar. Without loss of generality, we define theroof
by t(x) = g�(x). Its first, second and third derivatives
are t0(x) = �x

�2
g�(x), t00(x) = 1

�2
(x

2

�2
� 1)g�(x),

t000(x) = �1
�4

x(x
2

�2
� 3)g�(x). For all � (Table 2) t0(x)

has a zero-crossing atx = 0; t00(x) has a negative min-
imum which is equal to �1p

2��3
at x = 0 and has two

zero-crossings (resp. two positive maxima of value2e
�3
2p

2��3
)

atx = �� where we have twosteps(resp. atx = ��p3),
which move away from each other as the scale increases. In
t00(x) the absolute value of the minimum is higher than that
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Table 2: Effect of� on aroof edge.

of the maximum.

Finally, we study the effect of scale on thestaircase. An
idealstaircaseis defined byei(x) = c1u(x+l)+c2u(x�l),
wherec1 andc2 represent the contrast atx = �l respec-
tively. Let us assume thatc1 > c2 > 0 and l > 0 (the
casec2 � c1 > 0 is similar). The convolution ofei(x)
with the first and second derivatives ofg� are e0(x) =
c1g�(x + l) + c2g�(x � l), e00(x) = �1

�2
[c1(x + l)g�(x +

l) + c2(x� l)g�(x� l)]:
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Figure 6: Effect of� on the sign of the second derivative of
thestaircasein the interval(�l; l).

For all � we havee0(x) > 0 8x, e00(0) = �1
�2

(c1 �
c2)lg�(l) < 0, e00(x) > 0 8x � �l, ande00(x) < 0 8x � l.
Let us study the effect of� on the sign ofe00(x). In the
case ofx 2 (0; l); e00(x) � 0 if �2 � 2xl

ln
c1(x+l)

c2(�x+l)

, and

e00(x) < 0 elsewhere. In the case ofx 2 (�l; 0); e00(x) � 0
if �2 � 2xl

ln
c1(x+l)

c2(�x+l)

, and e00(x) < 0 elsewhere. Thus,

let us consider the functiony(x) =
r

2xl

ln
c1(x+l)

c2(�x+l)

, the

straight lineD(x) = � (Figure 6) and the three follow-
ing situations. The first, if� tends towards zero, such that
D(x) \ y(x) = fy(�l+); y(0+); y(l�)g (Figure 6.a) where
�l+; 0+, and l� belong to the vicinity of�l; 0, and l re-
spectively, thene00(x) < 0 8x 2 (�l+; 0), ande00(�l) > 0.
Thus there is a zero-crossing in the vicinity ofx = �l.
e00(x) > 0 8x 2 (0+; l�), and since we havee00(0) < 0
ande00(l) < 0, two zero-crossings occur in the vicinity of
x = 0 andx = l (Table 3.a). The second, if� > 0, such
thatD(x) < maxfy(x); x 2 (0; l)g andD(x) \ y(x) =
fy(l1); y(l2); y(l3)g where l1, l2 and l3 belong to(�l; l)

(Figure 6.b), thene00(x) > 0 if x 2 (�l; l1) [ (l2; l3), and
e00(x) < 0 if x 2 (l1; l2) [ (l3; l). Consequently, there
are three zero-crossings in the vicinity ofl1; l2 and l3 (Ta-
ble 3.b). The third, ifD(x) � maxfy(x); x 2 (0; l)g, let
us considerl1 2 (�l; 0) such thaty(l1) 2 D(x) \ y(x)
(Figures 6.c and 6.d). Thene00(x) > 0 8x 2 (�l; l1) and
e00(x) � 0 8x 2 (l1; l). Thus, we have only one zero-
crossing which is located in the vicinity ofx = l1 (Table
3.c).

1 l 3l 2

l 1

l

x -l- 0  l +8 8

e’(x) +  max + min +  max +

- -zczc  -+ +zc-+e’’(x)a)

x -l- 0  l +8 8

e’(x) + max + min + max +

e’’(x) + - zc -zc +zcb)

x -l- 0  l +8 8

e’(x) + max +

e’’(x) - -zc+c)

Table 3: Effect of� on astaircaseedge. a) When� ! 0 the
staircaseis located close tox = 0. b) When� > 0, such
asD(x) < maxfy(x); x 2 (0; l)g andD(x) \ y(x) =
fy(l1); y(l2); y(l3)g; then, if x 2 (0; l), min and max

of e0(x), as well as the twozc of e00(x), move closer to-
gether; if x 2 (�l; 0), max of e0(x) and zc of e00(x)
move towardsx = 0. c) When� increases such that
D(x) � maxfy(x); x 2 (0; l)g thestaircasebehaves like a
stepin the vicinity ofx = 0.

5 Classification Algorithm

According to the study of the behavior of edges described in
the two previous sections, the rules for the classification of
these edges are straightforward (Table 4). To illustrate these
rules, let us consider the case of thestep. The rules of the
other types are in [4].

Let us recall that the Laplacian image can contain
three classes of characteristic points. Thus in the vicin-
ity V (P ) of a pixel P , there are eight possibilities. In
the case whereP is a step, the characteristic pointzero-
crossingL must belong toV (P ) (Table 4). Consequently,
the number of combinations is reduced to four (fzero-
crossingL, minimumL, maximumLg, fzero-crossingL,
minimumLg, fzero-crossingL, maximumLg and fzero-
crossingLg). Let us note that the existence of the character-
istic pointmaximumg of the gradient image and thezero-
crossingL of the Laplacian image inV (P ) does not neces-
sarily imply the presence of astep. For example, if we have
only fzero-crossingL, maximumLg � V (P ), then the dis-
tance betweenzero-crossingL andP must be lower than that
betweenmaximumL andP . However,P is astepedge if it
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Table 4: Rules for the classification of edges. The edge
points we are interested are illustrated in Figure 1.

is amaximumg (Figure 7.a) and one of the following rules
holds:

a)

maximum   > 0L

P
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Figure 7: Situations in which astepedge is present: a and
(b or c or d or e).

� rule 1: fzero-crossingL, minimumL, maximumLg
� V (P ) (Figure 7.b). This means that in the vicinity
V (P ) of P there are one or more zero-crossings, neg-
ative minima, and positive maxima of the Laplacian of
the pixelP .

� rule 2: fzero-crossingL, minimumLg � V (P ) and
fmaximumLg 6� V (P ) and
Distance(P; Czc) < Distance(P; Cmin) (Figure 7.c).
Czc (resp. Cmin, Cmax) is the set ofzero-crossingL
(resp.minimumL;maximumL) of the Laplacian im-
age, which belong toV (P ). Distance(P; Czc) (resp.
Distance(P; Cmin), Distance(P; Cmax)) is the dis-
tance betweenP and the closestzero-crossingL (resp.
minimumL;maximumL). This rule means that in
V (P ) there are onlyzero-crossingL andminimumL.
A zero-crossingL must be the closest toP (cf. Sections
3 and 4).

� rule 3: fzero-crossingL, maximumLg � V (P ) and
fminimumLg 6� V (P ) and
Distance(P; Czc) < Distance(P; Cmax) (Figure

7.d). This rule means that inV (P ) there are onlyzero-
crossingL andmaximumL. A zero-crossingL must be
the closest toP .

� rule 4: fzero-crossingLg � V (P ) and
fmaximumL;minimumLg 6� V (P ) (Figure 7.e).
There are onlyzero-crossingL in V (P ).

It should be noted that these rules reduce the negative ef-
fects of missing Laplacian characteristic points in the vicin-
ity V (P ) of P .
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Figure 8: General algorithm for detection and classification
of edges.

To summarize, the various stages of our algorithm for
detection and classification (or classification alone) are illus-
trated in Figure 8. The input to this algorithm is the original
image and the scale� of the Gaussian function. As out-
put, it provides edges as well as their type. The algorithm
consists of four steps. In the first, using the same scheme
as in [11], we calculate the gradient, the first directional
derivative, and the Laplacian of the smoothed image. In the
second step we locate the characteristic points of the gra-
dient (i.e.,maximumg;minimumg; zerog) and Laplacian
(i.e.,maximumL;minimumL; zero-crossingL) images, as
well as the inflection points of the first directional derivative,
which are neither in the vicinity ofminimumg nor in that
of zerog [4]. At the minimumg andzerog characteristic
points, one can haveroof, valleyorstaircaseedges. It should
be noted that we cleaned up the gradient image by choos-
ing only the characteristic pointsmaximumg whose mod-
ules are higher than a given threshold. In the third step we
carry out a matching between the located inflection points
or characteristic points of the gradient image, and those of
the Laplacian image. The matching algorithm is described



in [4]. Finally, we perform the classification, using twenty
four rules.

6 Experimental Results

Our classification has been tested on synthetic images. In
the image presented in Figure 9.a we detectedconcave slope
andconvex slopeedges with scale� = 0:95 (Figure 9.c).
At � = 2 the locations ofconcave slopeandconvex slope
edges did not change; this agree with the theoretical study
of the behavior of these edges in the scale space (cf. Section
4). However, a newstep edge was created (Figure 9.d), be-
cause the scale was large enough to cover both slopes. This
demonstrates the possibility that new edges may be created
when the scale increases. This new edge can be found us-
ing the gradient and Laplacian of Gaussian. This calls into
question the results presented in [22, 21], where the authors
claim to prove that the Laplacian of Gaussian does not create
new edges when the scale increases.

a) b)

d)c)

slope

concave
slope

convex 

Figure 9: a) Synthetic image. b) Its horizontal profile. c)
Concaveandconvex slopedetected with� = 0:95. d) Con-
cave slope, convex slope, andstepdetected with� = 2.

The image illustrated in Figure 10.a containsstep, roof,
valley, staircase, concave slopeand convex slopeedges.
Those detected with� = 1 are shown in Figure 10.c. Fig-
ures 10.d, 10.e, and 10.f represent the different classes of
edges.

The classification algorithm was run again on the image
in Figure 10.a with� = 2:1 (Figure 11). Note the disappear-
ance of thestaircaseedge, which is replaced by astepedge.
Theroof andvalleyedges move, because they are asymmet-
rical. There is no displacement ofstepswhich are not in the
vicinities of theroof, valley, andstaircase. Thestepswhich

c)

f)d) e)
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0 50 100 150 200 250

b)a)

Figure 10: a) Synthetic image. b) Its horizontal profile. c)
Edges detected with� = 1. d) Valleyon the left,roof in the
middle andstaircaseon the right. e)Step. f) Concave slope
andconvex slope.

are in the vicinities of theroof and thevalley have moved.
The twostepswhich are in the vicinity of thestaircase, are
reduced to a single one. Lastly,concave slopeandconvex
slopeedges have moved, except two of them which occupy
the third and fourth positions starting from the right edge of
Figure 11.d. Indeed, if the scale is too small to overlap these
slopes, then they do not undergo displacement. However,
note the disappearance of theconvex slopeand theconcave
slope located to the left and right of thestaircase(Figure
10.b) (cf. Section 4).

c) d)

a) b)

Figure 11: a) All types of edges detected in image 10.a with
� = 2:1. b) Step. c) Valleyon the left androof on the right.
d) Concave slopeandconvex slope.

We also tested our algorithm on several real images of
256� 256 pixels and 256 grey levels. In Figure 12 we illus-
trate the classification of edges in the image shown in Figure
12.a. It should be noted that this image is a difficult test for
our algorithm. Indeed, it is complex because its edges are
close together and the detection of an edge is influenced by
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Figure 12: a) Image of Lenna. b) All types of edges, at
� = 1:5. c) Staircase. d) Roof. e) Valley. f) Step. g)
Concave slopeandconvex slope. h)Slopeswhich are neither
roofsnorvalleys. i) All slopeswithout classification.

neighboring edges. However, in this image, the significant
edges aresteps(Figure 12.f),roofs (Figure 12.d),valleys
(Figure 12.e) andslopes(Figure 12.i). Thestepsandslopes
are almost continuous, and the other types are incomplete.
Finally, we classified the edges of the image illustrated in
Figure 13. The edges we detected with a scale� = 1 agree
with the image intensity profiles.

Note that sometimes there are significant omissions of
edges (Figures 11, 12, and 13). This is due to many factors;
let us cite three. First, onlymaximumg where the value
is above a given threshold are considered. Second, only in-
flection points of the first directional derivative which do not
correspond tozerog andminimumg are considered. This
explains the omission ofconcave slopeand convex slope
edges in Figure 12.h. The third factor is the failure to match
characteristic points.

7 Conclusion

We presented some related work on the detection and clas-
sification of edges. In order to detect and classifystep, con-
cave slope, convex slope, roof, valleyandstaircaseedges,
we studied their behavior with respect to differentiation op-
erators and scale, and derived classification rules accord-
ingly. The reasoning is based on the characteristic points of
the first directional derivative, the gradient, and the Lapla-

a) c)b)

d) e) f)

Figure 13: a) Polyhedric image. b)Staircase. c) Valley. d)
Roof. e)Concave slopeandconvex slope. f) Step. The scale
used is� = 1.

cian of the image. We considered the case ofstepto illus-
trate these rules. In order to evaluate our classification, we
used synthetic and real grey-level images. Most often, the
classification obtained corresponded to the intensity profile
of the image. In further work, we will take into account
other types of edges such asjunctions.
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